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York Racecourse | 24/08/2023 | 8:50pm (GB Time: 1:50pm)

S2-1 | Lowther Stakes | Turf | 1200M (Straight)

Likely Positions After Settling

CHERRY BLOSSOM,DOROTHY LAWRENCE and STAR OF MYSTERY have all raced at the front of late and should make a decent pace. RELIEF RALLY can get 

a little outpaced mid-race, but should finish strongly along with FLORA OF BERMUDA.

Pace : FAST

Likely Positions After Settling

S2-2 | 2yo Allowance  | Turf | 1200M (Straight)

York Racecourse | 24/08/2023 | 9:25pm (GB Time: 2:25pm)

This should be very fast. WE NEVER STOP is a confirmed front-runner and should be well to the fore over on the far side with MASTER FRANCA leading those on 

the stands’ side. DRAGON LEADER led last time and may well be up there as well. PERSICA enjoyed making the running when winning at Salisbury. Not many of 

these come from behind by choice, one that could make a late bid is AMBUSHED.

Pace : FAST
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Likely Positions After Settling

York Racecourse | 24/08/2023 | 10:00pm (GB Time: 3:00pm)

S2-3 | 3yo+ Handicap | Turf | 1575M

MASTER RICHARD may grab the rail here with DARKNESS in close attendance. POINT LYNAS and CRUYFF TURN, both of whom are usually near the front have 

tough tasks from wide draws. ESCOBAR always comes very late and will be right at the back with LA TRINIDAD. Charlie Johnston has a whole team in this, they will 

largely race towards the front as is usually for the yard. AKHU NAJLA to weave its way through from midfield.

Pace : FAST

Likely Positions After Settling

York Racecourse | 24/08/2023 | 10:35pm (GB Time: 3:35pm)

S2-4 | Yorkshire Oaks  | Turf | 2371M

Not much pace here and something will end up in front that probably doesn’t want to be there. ROSSCARBERY led four starts back and was prominent on her 

penultimate start so she is one that could be near the front. NOVAKAI has led in the past and could be up there as well. FREE WIND comes with a sustained late 

run. SAVETHELASTDANCE will probably race nearer the pace.

Pace : AVERAGE
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Likely Positions After Settling

York Racecourse | 24/08/2023 | 11:10pm (GB Time: 4:10pm)

S2-5 | Galtres Stakes | Turf | 2371M

SEA THEME and MARKET VALUE look likely to take them along here. MODAARA and CLIMATE FRIENDLY look like being prominent. MAKINMEDOIT comes 

from the back, but a more likely closer is ONE EVENING.

Pace : AVERAGE

Likely Positions After Settling

York Racecourse | 24/08/2023 | 11:45pm (GB Time: 4:45pm)

S2-6 | 2yo Handicap| Turf | 1400M

This is bound to be run quickly. GUSHING GOLD and NELSON ROSE will probably lead them along. REDNBLUE SOVEREIGN likes to be prominent, but has a 

tough task from a wide draw. MATLOOB has come from off the pace in his last two starts and could deploy similar tactics though in general most of these to be up 

with the pace.

Pace : FAST
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Likely Positions After Settling

York Racecourse | 25/08/2023 | 12:20am (GB Time: 5:20pm)

S2-7 | 3yo+ Fillies & Mares Handicap | Turf | 1400M

CUBAN BREEZE should grab the rail here with other front-runners SOPHIA’S STRAIGHT and ESPRESSOO drawn wide. CANDLE OF HOPE will also be 

prominent, but again he is drawn stands’ side. One of those coming from off the pace will NIGIRI. UNEQUAL LOVE should be ridden more forwards in behind the 

leaders.

Pace : FAST


